
How Can  Help?

Winnow
Winnow solves several common pain-points related 
to traditional compliance management efforts.

Up-To-Date Guidance



Winnow’s automated regulatory change 
management platform sends timely notifications 
and provides a highlighted view of changes.

Reliable Results



Winnow requirements are human-reviewed, not 
artificially generated, to provide the most 
accurate results possible.


www.winnow.law (888) 488-6797

Un-Complicate

Compliance


Staying on top of fast-moving state law 
changes has traditionally been a time and 
cost-intensive task. Thankfully, there’s a 
better way with Winnow®.

Application

Topic

Arizona (5)

Fees

Category

Arizona - #6003




A loan originator must not

 Acting on its own behalf, accept any 
monies or documents in connection with 

Requirement

California (7)

New York (4)

Newly Effective



Reduce The Noise



Winnow customizes results based on your 
unique business needs and licenses.

Easy to Build & Update



Build targeted nationwide or single-state 
surveys in minutes.

À la carte Subscription



Choose from comprehensive offerings across 
Mortgage, Auto, Credit, Consumer, and more.


Updates in Advance



Winnow sends you notifications of regulatory 
updates well before they become effective.


Effortless Expansion



Winnow provides targeted guidance based on 
the licenses you hold.

Robust Legal Toolbox



Jump-start your legal research efforts and 
offset the costs of outside legal counsel.

Visit  to try Winnow yourself!
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